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Client Testimonial Form 

 

Please comment on yours / your child’s experience with your lessons at Lanzon School of Music. 
I first contacted Ben Lanzon Drum School in mid 2013 and I was immediately impressed with Ben’s 
professionalism and approachability. He is very friendly and easy to contact. I was looking for a drum teacher 
to help me improve the drumming skills I already possessed and I was given Josh Ellis from the drum school, 
who has turned out to be a very effective teacher for me. 

 

Please write about your teacher in your own words, what he/she does, quality of his/her service 
etc. 
Josh is very knowledgeable about all aspects of drumming and I find his skills and enthusiasm very inspiring. I 
have already learned a lot from him in a relatively short time. In addition to this, he is also a very good 
teacher. He explains things clearly, is very patient and he encourages a high standard of playing. And if that 
isn’t enough, he’s also a very friendly person and he makes the lessons fun. :) 

 

Please indicate if you would recommend Lanzon School of Music to others interested in learning 
the drums or guitar and if desired why or why not. 
I would definitely recommend Lanzon Drum School to anyone who is interested in learning the drums, either 
as a beginner or as someone with previous experience such as myself. My experience with the school has 
been very positive and I am very glad that I chose Lanzon Drum School to help me with my drumming. 

 

Your Signature:  

Your Full Name: Danica Brooks 

Title and Company Name (if applicable): 
Please note by completing this form you are giving authorisation for this to be published as a testimonial for Lanzon School of Music. 

 

Thank you for taking the time to write a testimonial for me. 

Regards,  

 
Benjamin James Lanzon 
Lanzon School of Music 

 


